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Andreev scattering and the Kondo effect
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The properties of an infinite-U Anderson impurity coupled to both normal and superconducting metals is
studied using a generalization of the noncrossing approximation which incorporates multiple Andreev reflec-
tion. Both the cases of a quantum dot and a point contact containing an impurity are considered. We find that
the magnitude of the Kondo resonance is altered, and that structure develops at energies corresponding to the
superconducting gap. This leads to observable changes in the zero-bias conductance. We also find that mag-
netic and nonmagnetic Kondo effects respond in opposite manners to Andreev reflection.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Though the Kondo effect is far from being a new proble
in condensed matter physics, the question of what occ
when one places a Kondo impurity on the normal side o
normal-superconducting (NS) interface has only recently re
ceived attention.1–4 The NS case is significantly differen
from the more studied problem of a magnetic impurity in
bulk superconductor, in which a lack of low-lying excitation
leads to a suppression of the Kondo effect. In the pres
problem, we have both the existence of low lying excitatio
~provided by the normal metal! and anomalous pair correla
tions ~a result of the proximity effect!. The question of what
influence this combination will have on the dynamically ge
erated Kondo effect is the subject of this work. In particul
how will the sharp Kondo resonance at the Fermi energy
modified?

It should be noted that the immediate motivation f
studying this problem has come from experiment. Rec
results obtained from semiconductor quantum dots h
shown clear signs of the Kondo effect,5,6 leading to the ques
tion of what one would expect if a quantum dot were no
coupled to both normal and superconducting leads. In
other class of systems, zero-bias conductance anomalies
in metallic point contacts have been attributed to scatte
off effective nonmagnetic, two channel Kondo impurities.7,8

Such point contacts can be constructed between normal
superconducting metals,9 providing further relevance for the
current problem.

II. THE MODELS

In this work, we study three different systems: a quant
dot coupled to both normal and superconducting le
(NS-QDOT), a point contact between normal and superc
ducting metals which contains a magnetic impur
(M -QPC), and a normal-superconducting point cont
which contains a nonmagnetic, two-channel Kondo impu
~NM-QPC!. We outline in this section the models used f
each of these devices.

For the first system, theNS-QDOT, we treat the quantum
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~5!/3555~8!/$15.00
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dot as an infinite-U Anderson impurity coupled to both nor
mal and superconducting leads. The infinite-U Anderson
model has been used successfully in the absence of su
conductivity to describe the Kondo effect in quantum do
our model represents a natural generalization to theNS case.
Using a slave-boson representation, we have

Hdot5H01«d(
s

f s
† f s1W (

a,k,s
~ca,ks

† b†f s1H.c.!, ~1!

H05 (
a,k,s

«kca,ks
† ca,ks1(

k
~DcS,k↑

† cS,2k↓
† 1H.c.!. ~2!

The ca,ks
† operators here create band electrons, withs de-

noting spin anda5N,S labeling the two leads.D represents
the pair potential in the superconducting lead. The Ander
impurity has bare energy«d , and is represented in the usu
manner using auxiliary fermion~f! and boson~b! operators;
the U5` constraint of single occupancy takes the for
(s f s

† f s1b†b51.
For theNS point contact with magnetic impurity system

(M -QPC), we use a model consisting of a rectangular w
of transverse dimensionsw, extended in thez direction and
having a step-function pair potentialD(z)5Q(z)D. The
magnetic impurity is modeled as an infinite-U Anderson im-
purity sitting at a pointa on theNS interface:

Hm5HQ01«d(
s

f s
† f s1W(

s
@Cs

†~a!b†f s1H.c.#,

~3!

whereCs
†(x) creates a band electron at positionx and

HQ05E dxF(
s

Cs
†~x!S 2\2¹2

2m
2EFDCs~x!

1D~z!C↑
†~x!C↓

†~x!1H.c.G . ~4!

For the final system of anNS point contact containing a
nonmagnetic, two-channel impurity~NM-QPC!, we use a
3555 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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3556 PRB 61CLERK, AMBEGAOKAR, AND HERSHFIELD
model similar to that for theM -QPC system. Now, however
the impurity represents a two-level system~TLS! off which
electrons may scatter causing level-flips of the TLS.10 In this
model, the impurity does not carry ordinary spin, but rath
has a pseudospin indext which can take on one of two
values, corresponding to the two states of the TLS. The
teraction here between impurity and conduction electron
also nonmagnetic, meaning that electron spin must be c
served. This is accomplished by having the slave-bos
carry a spin index. We have

Hnm5HQ01«d(
s

f s
† f s1W(

s,t
@Cs,t

† ~a!bs
† f t1H.c.#,

~5!

where the conduction electron HamiltonianHQ0 is as in Eq.
~4!, with the modification that the conduction electron ope
tors also carry the pseudospin indext. We take the pairing in
Eq. ~4! to be diagonal in this index, which is compatible wi
the usual interpretation of the pseudospin as a parity ind

It is important to note that there are significant differenc
between the three systems we study, as can be seen
their respective Hamiltonians. In theNS-DOT system, theN
and S leads areonly in contact through the impurity; al
transport through the system will involve it. In the poi
contact systems, we have the opposite situation—theN and
the S metals are in perfect contact, with the impurity acti
only as an additional source of scattering at the interface

The difference between the two point contact system
also worth emphasizing. In theM -QPC system, our impurity
is magnetic and thus conduction electron spin is
conserved—real spin flips can occur. In the NM-QPC s
tem, conduction electron spinis conserved; only the auxil
iary pseudospin indext can undergo spin flips. This differ
ence will prove to be crucial, due to the sensitivity to sp
ordering of the singlet pairing in the superconductor.

III. EXTENSION OF THE NONCROSSING
APPROXIMATION

For all three of our systems, we calculate the impur
spectral function~also called the impurity density of state!
using an extension of the self-consistent noncrossing
proximation ~NCA!.11 The NCA amounts to an infinite re
summation of perturbation theory, and has been shown t
quantitatively reliable down to temperatures well belo
TK .11 We modify the NCA to now include multiple-Andree
reflection processes. The resultingNS-NCA f fermion and
slave boson propagators are given in Fig. 1. The new gra
in our approximation are those which contain anomalo
propagators; they do not appear in the usual NCA.

Like the original NCA, theNS-NCA is a conserving ap-
proximation as it may be derived by differentiating a gen
ating functional~i.e., it is F derivable!.13 Moreover, if N is
the degeneracy of the Anderson impurity, theNS-NCA in-
cludesall graphs to order 1/N, including new Andreev re-
flection graphs which first appear at this order. As the s
cess of the normal NCA is attributed to the fact that it too
exact to order 1/N ~in the absence of superconductivity!, the
NS-NCA employed here can be viewed as a natural ext
sion toNS Kondo systems.12
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It should be noted that previous studies ofNS Kondo
systems have either completely neglected changes in im
rity dynamics due to superconductivity,1 or have relied on
the equations of motion approach which is formally on
valid at temperatures above the Kondo temperature.2 In anal-
ogy to the usual NCA, we expect our approach based on
NS-NCA to be quantitatively valid for temperatures well b
low TK .

The Dyson equations pictured diagrammatically in Fig
lead to a set of coupled integral equations for thef fermion
and slave boson propagators. LettingF(v)5@v2«d
2S(v)#21 and B(v)5@v2P(v)#21 represent thef fer-
mion and slave boson retarded propagators respectively
equations read

S~v!5
MG

p E d«S r~e!B~v2«! f ~2«!

7
G

pE d«8a~«!a~«8!B~v1«!F~w1«1«8!

3B~v1«8! D , ~6!

P~v!5
2G

p E d«S r~e!F~v1«! f ~«!

6
G

pE d«8a~«!a~«8!F~v1«!B~w1«1«8!

3F~v1«8! D . ~7!

In these equations,M is the channel degeneracy of th
impurity—it equals 1 for both theNS-QDOT and the
M -QPC systems, and equals two for the NM-QPC syste
~where the two conserved values of electronic spin play
role of the two channels!. The upper~lower! sign corre-
sponds to theM51 (M52) systems.r(«) is the electronic
density of states,G5pW2r(0) the bare tunneling rate,f the

FIG. 1. Diagrammatic representation of the NS-NCA. Dash
lines aref fermions, wavy lines are slave bosons, solid lines are l
electrons. Double lines indicate a fully dressed propagator. Ano
lous propagators indicate Andreev reflection.
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PRB 61 3557ANDREEV SCATTERING AND THE KONDO EFFECT
Fermi distribution function, anda(«) is an effective
electron-hole coherence parameter defined by

a~v!5(
n

un* ~a!vn~a!d~ uvu2«n! f ~v!, ~8!

whereun andvn are the usual BCS coherence factors.
It is worth commenting at this point on why the ne

Andreev reflection terms in Eqs.~6! and ~7! enter with a
different sign for the NM-QPC system compared to t
NS-QDOT andM -QPC systems. The crucial difference h
nothing to do with the channel symmetry of the impur
~i.e., 2 versus 1!, but rather lies in the fact that the impurity
band interaction in the NM-QPC is nonmagnetic, wherea
is magnetic in theNS-QDOT andM -QPC systems. The fac
that conduction electron spin must be conserved in the n
magnetic case has a direct consequence on the sign o
double Andreev-reflection graph appearing in thef-fermion
self-energy–the two Andreev reflections are not tim
reversed partners, but are in fact off by a single spin rotat
leading to the additional factor of (21) ~recall that the BCS
anomalous propagator changes sign under a spin rotat!.
This argument is displayed graphically in Fig. 2. A simil
argument can be made to explain the sign difference oc
ring in the slave-boson graph.

We thus see that the new Andreev reflection proces
which contribute to the dynamics of the impurity are sen
tive to whether or not the impurity is magnetic; this is
direct consequence of the spin-sensitivity of the singlet p
ing in the superconductor. This difference will have a s
nificant consequence on how the Kondo effect is modifi
as will be discussed in what follows.

IV. RESULTS

In all three of the systems considered, we choose mo
parameters corresponding to having the Anderson impu
in the Kondo regime, and use a Gaussian with halfwidthD
for the normal-state density of states. Our choices of«d5
20.67D, G50.15D yield TK50.0005D for a one-channe

FIG. 2. Diagrammatic argument for the different sign of t
Andreev reflection graphs in Eqs.~6!. The first line shows a typica
double Andreev reflection event for a magnetic impurity. The i
purity carries a spin index in this case~i.e., the dashed propagator!,
and we see that both Andreev reflections are related by time re
sal symmetry. The second line shows the situation for a nonm
netic impurity. Here, the impurity itself does not carry a spin, b
the slave-boson~wavy line! does in order to conserve spin. The tw
Andreev reflections in this case arenot time reversed partners; th
second is off by a spin rotation.
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impurity ~i.e., the NS-QDOT and M -QPC systems!, and
TK50.0001D for a two-channel impurity~i.e., the NM-QPC
system!. We have numerically solved theNS-NCA equations
in equilibrium for various temperatures and values of t
superconducting gap. Within the NCA, the impurity spect
function Ad(v) can be directly related to thef-fermion and
slave boson spectral functions:

Ads~v!5E d«@e2b«1e2b(«2v)#Af s~«!Ab~«2v!, ~9!

where the auxiliary particle spectral functions are defined
Af52(1/p)Im F, Ab52(1/p)Im B. Note that the equality
in Eq. ~9! reflects a neglect of vertex corrections which
consistent with the large-N nature of the NCA.

A. NS quantum dot

In Fig. 3, we plot calculated spectral functions for th
NS-QDOT system for several values of the superconduc
gapD. In the case of no superconductivity (D50), we see as
expected the emergence of the sharp Kondo resonance a
Fermi energy. As the superconductivity is gradually turn
on, several interesting modifications of this resonance
observed.

The Kondo resonance does not vanish completely aD
increases, though the spectral weight associated with
resonance clearly decreases, indicating a partial suppres
of the Kondo effect. This is to be expected when one rec
that the ground state of a magnetic, one-channel Kondo
purity is one in which the local impurity screens its spin wi
low-energy conduction electrons. Turning on the superc
ductivity leads to a gap in the superconducting lead, and t
there are fewer low energy excitations available to the im
rity to use in screening. It thus becomes more difficult
form the spin-screened Kondo ground state, resulting i
diminishing of the Kondo effect. A similar result for the N
QDOT is found using slave-boson mean-field theory,4 where
the effective Kondo temperature is found to fall asD is in-
creased aboveTK .

-

r-
g-
t

FIG. 3. NS QDOT spectral functionAds(v) for various values
of D at T50.5TK .
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3558 PRB 61CLERK, AMBEGAOKAR, AND HERSHFIELD
Also of interest are the subpeaks which develop in
impurity spectral function at roughly6D. These peaks are
result of the Kondo effect, and do not appear at higher te
peratures. Recalling that the impurity spectral function a
temperature can be viewed as a local particle addition
removal spectrum, these peaks indicate that one can cre
superconductinglike excited state with excitation energyD
by adding a particle to the quantum dot. This indicates t
correlations are developing between the superconductor
the impurity, implying that the superconducting electrons
indeed participate in the Kondo effect, even forD@TK . This
can be substantiated by using the large-N variational
approach14 to calculate the approximate ground state of
NS-QDOT. One finds that there are superconducting qu
particles present in the interacting ground state, with
weight that scales asTK /D for largeD.

As we find that a Kondo resonance persists in
NS-QDOT system, a natural question to ask is whether th
is any resulting enhancement of the zero-bias conductanc
the device, as is seen in the absence of superconduct
The equilibrium spectral functions obtained for th
NS-QDOT can be used to calculate the zero-bias Andr
conductance of the device, using an approximate form
derived in Ref. 2:

GNS5
4e2

h
GE dv ReS12

R Im~D12
R D11

A !F2
d f

dvG . ~10!

Here,Di j
R(A) labels a component of the retarded~advanced!

impurity Green function in Nambu-space, andS i j
R(A) is the

corresponding self-energy. We have computed Eq.~10!
within the NS-NCA, evaluating the anomalous impurit
Green function from the diagram in Fig. 4 without use of t
standard ‘‘elastic’’ approximation.19

For TK,D,G and temperatures as low as one-halfTK ,
we find that theNS-QDOT does not exhibit a Kondo-
induced enhancement of the zero-bias conductance, de
the presence of a Kondo resonance. This can be unders
by the fact that in the infiniteU limit, there is a suppression
of pairing at the dot compared to theU50 case. For energie
and voltages smaller thanD, the only processes to contribu
to the current of theNS-QDOT are those in which two par
ticles tunnel coherently through the dot and enter the su
conductor as a pair. The suppression of pairing at the
thus suppresses the zero bias conductance, despite the
that there still is a Kondo resonance in the impurity spec

FIG. 4. Diagram used to calculate anomalous impurity propa
tor within the NCA. Double-dashed lines represent fully dressef
fermion, double wavy lines represent dressed slave boson prop
tors; both are calculated within theNS-NCA. The solid line repre-
sents an anomalous lead electron propagator.
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function. Note that the same conclusion is obtained usin
correct equations-of-motion approach~see the erratum in
Ref. 2!.

B. NS point contact systems

We proceed to discuss results for theNS point contact
with magnetic impurity (M -QPC) andNSpoint contact with
nonmagnetic impurity~NM-QPC! systems. Shown in Fig. 5
is a plot of the impurity spectral function for the NM-QP
system for various values ofD and at a temperature below
the bare Kondo temperature; Fig. 6 shows a similar plot
the M -QPC system.

Several features are noteworthy in these plots. First,
notice that in both systems the introduction of supercond
tivity does not cause a significant change in the amoun
spectral weight in the Kondo resonance. This indicates

-

ga-

FIG. 5. Impurity spectral functionAds(v) for a nonmagnetic
two channel Anderson impurity in anNS-QPC for various values of
D at T50.66TK . Note that the introduction of superconductivit
reduces the height of the Kondo resonance.

FIG. 6. Impurity spectral functionAds(v) for a magnetic one
channel Anderson impurity in anNS-QPC at T50.50TK . Note
here that the introduction of superconductivity increases the he
of the Kondo resonance.
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PRB 61 3559ANDREEV SCATTERING AND THE KONDO EFFECT
there is no major suppression of the Kondo effect here
contrast to the behavior observed in theNS-QDOT. This is
to be expected—for a clean, ballisticNS point contact, an
energy gap does not form at the position of the impur
~which is at the interface!,15 and consequently there is n
shortage of the low energy excitations needed to generate
Kondo effect. This differs from theNS-QDOT, where the
impurity is coupled directly to a bulk superconductor havi
a fully formed gap.

More interestingly, we find that in both point contact sy
tems there is a small modification of the height of the Kon
peak whenD is increased from 0. In theNM-QPC, we find
that the Kondo peak isreduced, whereas the opposite is ob
served in theM -QPC—here, the Kondo peak is slightlyen-
hanced.

This behavior can be understood heuristically as follow
First, note that by introducing superconductivity into the s
tem, we introduce new processes which further couple
impurity to the conduction electrons~i.e., the multiple An-
dreev reflection processes which correspond to the
graphs included in theNS-NCA). These additional processe
modify the effective couplingG between the impurity and
conduction electrons; an increase of this coupling will e
hance the Kondo effect, while a reduction will suppress i16

In the present case, the sign of this modification depend
whether or not the impurity is magnetic—as discussed
Sec. III, the new Andreev-reflection graphs enter with op
site signs in these two cases due to the sensitivity of Coo
pairing to spin ordering. This leads directly to the oppos
behavior of the Kondo peak in the two cases.

The equilibrium impurity spectral functions can be us
to derive the zero bias conductance for the point con
systems. We compute the current using the nonequilibr
Keldysh technique as was done in Refs. 17,18, restric
ourselves to the regime whereV,T!D. Using particle-hole
symmetry, the zero bias conductance takes the form

GNS52GN2
4e2

h
pGE dv Ad~v!F2

d f

dv
~v!G , ~11!

where GN is the normal-state Sharvin conductance of
point contact in the absence of the impurity. Details of t
calculation are presented in the appendix. Note that we h
neglected a term involving the anomalous impurity spec
function which is 0 forT50 and is in general much smalle
than theAd(v) term due to the strong suppression of on-s
pairing.

The first term in Eq.~11! expresses the usual doubling
the conductance expected for an idealNS point contact,
while the second term represents the correction due to
impurity (dGNS). As in the N case, the formation of the
Kondo resonance will lead to a small suppression of
point contact conductance around zero voltage. The cor
tion term due to the impurity in the absence of supercond
tivity ( dGN) has the same form as the second term in
~11!, but with an additional factor of 1/2.18 If Andreev re-
flection did not effect the dynamics of the impurity,Ad(v)
would be identical in both theNS and N cases. We would
thus expect the magnitude of theNSconductance anomaly t
be twice that of the N anomaly.
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In Fig. 7, we plot the parameterg5(dGNS

22dGN)/dGN as a measure of the size of theNS-QPC zero
bias anomaly. We see that asT is lowered belowTK , g
becomes nonzero in both the cases of a magnetic and a
magnetic impurity, indicating that Andreev reflection do
indeed have an observable impact on the Kondo effec
these systems. Note also that the sign ofg in both cases is in
accord with our discussion of the respective impurity sp
tral functions—in the magnetic case, theNS zero bias
anomaly ismore than two times the size of the anomaly
the normal state, while in the nonmagnetic case, theNS
anomaly issmaller than twice the normal state anomal
Again, magnetic and nonmagnetic Kondo effects respond
opposite ways to Andreev reflection. Significant too is t
fact that the effect is large enough (620% at the lowest
temperatures tested! that it should be experimentally acce
sible. This behavior could provide another test of the tw
channel Kondo explanation of zero bias conductance ano
lies seen in metallic point contacts.

V. CONCLUSION

We have studied the properties of threeNS Kondo sys-
tems using an extension of the NCA which incorporates A
dreev reflection. We find the Kondo effect is indeed modifi
by superconductivity in each system, leading to changes b
in the impurity spectral function and in the zero-bias cond
tance. In the case of theNS-QDOT, superconductivity
causes an overall decrease in the spectral weight of
Kondo resonance, and leads to the formation of new Kon
subpeaks at roughly6D. There is no resulting enhanceme
of the zero-bias Andreev conductance due to the suppres
of on-site pair correlations in the large-U limit. In the point
contact with impurity systems, we find that superconduct
ity enhances the Kondo peak height in the case of a magn
impurity, and suppresses it in the case of a nonmagn
impurity. We attribute this difference to the sensitivity o
Cooper pairing to spin ordering.

FIG. 7. Parameterg5(dGNS22dGN)/dGN for the NS-QPC as
a function of temperature. The nonzero value ofg is a consequence
of changes in impurity dynamics due to Andreev reflection.
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APPENDIX: CONDUCTANCE OF AN NS POINT
CONTACT WITH IMPURITY

We derive in this appendix Eq.~11! for the conductance
of a constriction between a normal metal and a superc
ductor which contains an interacting impurity. Our techniq
is similar to that used in Ref. 18 to calculate the current o
normal metal point contact with an impurity. Here, howev
the ‘‘trick’’ of combining currents calculated to the left an
right of the constriction to eliminate the impurity lesser fun
tion cannot be used—we do not wish to deal with the co
plexities of calculating the supercurrent on theS side of our
constriction. We instead focus solely on the current in
normal region, and use an approximate electron-hole s
metry which is present at low energies to eliminate the
purity lesser function.

We begin by writing the current in terms of the less
Green function

I 522ie\E dv

2pE d2x'S ]z2]z8
2mi DG,~x,x8;v!ux5x8 ,

~A1!

whereG,(x,x8;v) is the Fourier transform in time of

G,~x,t;x8,0!5 i ^C↑
†~x8,0!C↑~x,t !&. ~A2!

Note that we use only the 11 component of the ma
Nambu-Green function in computing the current; a factor
2 is included in Eq.~A1! to account for spin. Note also tha
in what follows we neglect the pseudospin indext which
appears in the case of a two-channel Kondo impurity;
discussion may nevertheless be applied to this case by
ply averaging over this index.

The next step in the derivation is to express the curren
terms of the quasiparticle operatorsgns ,gns

† which appear
when one makes a Bogolubov–de Gennes~B–dG! transfor-
mation to diagonalize the nonimpurity parts of the Ham
tonian @i.e., C↑(x)5(nun(x)gn↑2vn* (x)gn↓

† , etc.#. This
leads to the following identification:

G,~x,x8;v!5@f̂1,m~x!# i@Ĝmn
, ~v!# i j @f̂1,n* ~x8!# j ~A3!

with

f̂1,m~x!5S um~x!

2vm* ~x!
D , ~A4!

f̂2,m~x!5S vm~x!

um* ~x!
D , ~A5!

Ĝmn
, ~ t !5 i S ^gn,↑

† ~0!gm,↑~ t !& ^gn,↓~0!gm,↑~ t !&

^gn,↑
† ~0!gm,↓

† ~ t !& ^gn,↓
† ~0!gm,↓~ t !&

D .

~A6!
t

n-
e
a
,

-

e
-

-

r

x
f

r
m-

in

In Eq. ~A3!, i and j are indices in particle-hole space
whereasm andn label different quasiparticle modes; we u
the caret symbol to denote structure in particle-hole spa
All repeated indices are to be summed over. Note that
B–dG wave functionsu and v have a particularly simple
form for mode energiese less than the gapD.20 Letting m̄
index the transverse wave functionscm̄(x'), we have for
incident-electron modes

f̂1,m5f̂1,(m̄,e)5S exp@ ike~e!z#

a~e!exp@ ikh~e!z#
Dcm̄~x'!, ~A7!

where ke5A(2m/\2)(EF1e2Em̄), kh

5A(2m/\2)(EF2e2Em̄), and a5 exp@2i arccos(e/D)# is
the Andreev reflection phase.EF denotes the Fermi energy
while Em̄ is the energy of the transverse modem̄. Incident-
hole wave functions have a similar form:

f̂1,m5f̂1,(m̄,e)5S a~e!exp@2 ike~e!z#

exp@2 ikh~e!z#
Dcm̄~x'!. ~A8!

The problem now becomes one of computing the mo
space lesser functionsĜmn

, (v). As the only nontrivial inter-
action in our system is at the impurity itself~the quasiparti-
cles only interact through a hopping term!, we may express
the exact self-energy appearing in the Dyson equation
Ĝmn

, (v) in terms ofD̂(v), the Nambu matrix Green function
describing the impurity.

The Dyson equation takes the form

Ĝmn
, 5dmnĜn

0,,1Ĝm
0,RŜmn

, Ĝn
0,A1Ĝm

0,RŜmn
R Ĝn

0,,

1Ĝm
0,,Ŝmn

A Ĝn
0,A , ~A9!

where the 0 superscript indicates a Green function of
noninteracting system, and theR ~A! superscript indicates a
retarded ~advanced! Green function. All functions in the
above formula are to be evaluated at the same freque
The self-energy matrix appearing in Eq.~A9! is simply

@Smn
R ~v!# i j 5 (

b,b851,2
@f̂b,m* ~a!# iDbb8

R
~v!@f̂b8,n~a!# j

~A10!

with similar formulas for the advanced and lesser se
energies. Recall thata indicates the position of the impurity
This simple form for the self-energy reflects the fact th
quasiparticles only interact by hopping on and off the imp
rity site.

We proceed by substituting Eq.~A9! into Eq. ~A3!. We
evaluate the resulting expression in the limit wherez,z8 both
tend to2` ~i.e., deep in the normal region!. As the wave
functions um(x) and vm(x) have a plane wave form, th
terms required to calculate the current are greatly simplifi
A further simplification arises when we restrict attentio
only to those quasiparticle modes with energies less thanD;
this is valid for voltages and temperatures which are mu
smaller thanD.
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After a fair amount of algebra, we obtain a relative
simple formula for the current. Ignoring terms involving th
anomalous impurity Green functions for the moment a
writing I 5I 01dI , we have

I 05
2e

h E dv (
m̄,Em̄,EF

@ f e~v!2 f h~v!#, ~A11!

dI 52
2e

h E dv@pG~v!#S 1

2p i
D11

, ~v!2A11~v! f h~v!

1
1

2p i
D22

, ~v!2A22~v! f h~v! D . ~A12!

In the above equations,f e(v) is the distribution function
describing electrons, whilef h(v)512 f e(2v) describes
holes. Ai j (v)5(1/p)Im@Di j

R(v)# is an impurity spectral
function. G(v)5pW2N(v) is an energy-dependent tunne
ing rate, withN(v) being the density of states. Of cours
the energy integrals in both these equations should be
stricted to values less thanD due to the approximations tha
have been made; this will occur naturally for sufficien
small temperatures and voltages.

I 0 in Eq. ~A11! is the point contact current in the absen
of the impurity. Takingf e(v) to be the shifted Fermi func
tion f (v2eV), we find that G05dI0 /dV5(4e2/h)Nm ,
whereNm is the number of transverse modes with energ
below the Fermi energy. This is precisely twice the us
Sharvin conductance, and represents the current-doublin
fect of Andreev reflection.20

Equation~A12! for the modification of the current due t
the impurity is still in a somewhat unwieldy form, due to th
appearance of the impurity lesser functions. While
NS-NCA technique discussed in this paper allows the cal
lation of spectral functions, it does not allow one to calcul
the distribution functions which are necessary to compute
lesser Green function. A similar problem occurs when c
sidering an impurity in a normal point contact,18 or more
generally, the current through an interacting region.17 In
these cases, one can eliminate the lesser function by tak
suitable linear combination of the current computed on
left of the interacting region and that computed on the rig
Here, no such simplification is possible, as computing
current within the superconductor is difficult due to the pr
ence of supercurrents.

A means for eliminating the lesser function does howe
exist. We note that the electron impurity Green functio
D11(v) are related to the hole impurity Green functio
D22(v). It follows easily from the definitions of the func
tions that
.

d

e-
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ef-

e
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e
e
-

g a
e
t.
e
-

r
s

D22
, ~v!52D11

. ~2v!, ~A13!

A22~v!5A11~2v!, ~A14!

where the greater Green functionD11
. is defined by

D11
. ~ t !52 i ^d↑~ t !d↑

†~0!&. ~A15!

We use Eqs.~A13! and ~A14! to substitute for the third
and forth terms in Eq.~A12! for dI . Further, we change the
integration variable for these terms fromv to 2v, and make
the assumption thatG(v) is an even function. The latter i
not too severe as long as the temperature and voltage
sufficiently small, as this ensures a small range ofv integra-
tion. Finally, we use the relationsf h(2v)512 f e(v) and
D11

. 2D11
, 522p iA11 to obtain

dI 52
4e

h E dv@pG~v!#Ad~v!S f e~v!2 f h~v!

2 D .

~A16!

Note thatAd in the above formula is the same asA11.
TakingG to be a constant and differentiating with respect
voltage at V50 yields the formula~11! for the impurity con-
tribution to the point contact zero-bias conductance.

We now comment on terms in the current which invol
anomalous impurity Green functions. Retaining these te
and performing manipulations similar to those describ
above leads to a second correction term to the point con
current

dI anom52
4e

h E dv@pG~v!#S v

D
A12~v! D S f e~v!2 f h~v!

2 D .

~A17!

The change to the zero-bias conductance arising from
term is 0 at 0 temperature, and is generally much sma
than dI in Eq. ~A16! for temperatures and voltages small
thanD. In the case of a strong-U Anderson impurity,A12(v)
is strongly suppressed due to the suppression of on-site
correlations. Even in the absence of an on-site repuls
A12(v) is small for v,D, as there are no nonevanesce
quasiparticles in the gap. The presence of the factorv/D
further reduces the contribution of this term for small vo
ages and temperatures. We thus neglect the contributio
this term in computing the point contact zero-bias cond
tance. Note that we have evaluated numerically the sign
cance of this term in a few test cases by calculatingA12
within the NS-NCA; it typically changes the magnitude o
the zero-bias anomaly by less than 0.5%.
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